GROUP

960

EYE & FACE PROTECTION
Scratch Resistant/
Anti-Fog Safety Goggles

All goggles have a wide field of vision, built-in brow and cheek
protection, soft PVC frame with an anatomically shaped
bridge to adapt to all faces. All lenses provide UV protection.
All frames will protect against liquid droplets and/or
splashes. Fitted with wide anallergic elastic headbands and a
one-piece replaceable scratch resistant, anti-mist clear
lenses.
Tiger
Medium energy impact protection. Smoke coloured frame
with a polycarbonate lens and are lined with soft foam for
user comfort and increased adherence. The lens is resistant
to molten metals and hot solids (splashes of molten metals
and penetration of hot solid). The frame has an indirect
ventilation system and is resistant to liquids (drops and
splashes) and penetration of hot solids.

Anti-Gas/Flame Resistant Safety Goggles
Condor
Medium energy impact protection. Suitable for foundry work.
The frame, lens and elastic strap are manufactured from
flame resistant material. Fitted with a flexible nose bridge to
adapt to all faces. Large peripheral viewing area. One piece
2mm anti-mist, scratch resistant, clear polycarbonate lens
with an extra wide elastic headband. Can be fitted over most
prescription glasses. The frame is resistant to liquids (drops
and splashes), gross particles (dust particles >5 microns),
gas and fine particles (gas vapours, splashes, smokes and
dust particles <5 microns and molten metals and hot solids
(splashes of molten metals and penetration of hot solids).
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Clear framed goggles are resistant to gross particles (dust
particles >5 microns) and gas and fine particles (gas
vapours, splashes, smokes and dust particles <5 microns.
Scorpion
Medium energy impact protection. Clear frame with a 2mm
thick polycarbonate lens. The lens and the frame is resistant
to molten metals and hot solids (splashes of molten metals
and penetration of hot solids).
Lion
Low energy impact protection at extreme temperatures.
Clear frame with an extremely flexible acetate lens.
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Scratch Resistant/Anti-Fog Safety Goggles
Cobra
Low energy impact protection at extreme temperatures.
UV protection against electrical arc discharges caused by a
short circuit. Ultra light nylon frame with length adjustment the
temples and front angle adjustment for low friction, lined with
soft foam for user comfort and increased adherence. Onepiece, scratch resistant, anti-mist clear polycarbonate lens.
As well as the arms having hang cord attachment points, a
black universal hang cord is included with the goggles.
Resistant to liquids (drops and splashes) and gross particles
(dust particles >5 microns).
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